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Economic Takeoff and Social Change, c. 1000–1300

TIMELINE 6.1 The Central Middle Ages, 1000–1300
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such as 1050 or 1100. All would agree that the process was gradual, commencing in
the tenth century, gathering momentum in the eleventh, and achieving full speed in the
twelfth (see Timeline 6.1).
All would also agree that these were the centuries when the medieval West came
of age. Europe’s population grew steadily, so that it accommodated roughly twice
as many people in 1300 as in 1000. Despite the press of people, living standards
improved because Europe’s booming agricultural sector provided more than enough
food. In 1300, Europeans lived in better houses, ate better food (especially proteinrich peas and beans, as well as more cheese, eggs, ﬁsh, and meat), and wore better
clothing than in 1000. Also, many more of them lived in cities and towns. Although
agricultural villages still predominated, cities had become a critical part of European
life by 1300. Milan rose in population from about 20,000 to something like 100,000,
and Venice, Florence, and Genoa reached comparable size. Urban populations north
of the Alps tended to be smaller, but by 1300, cities of 25,000 to 50,000 were not
uncommon, and Paris was approaching 200,000. The roots of these changes in agrarian and commercial life lay primarily within Europe itself, rather than any external
Map 6.1 Europe, c. 1000 The expansive empires of Rome and Charlemagne were distant
memories in 1000, when many different states dotted Europe. The largest and strongest was the
Holy Roman Empire, itself an amalgamation of many smaller polities.
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